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Indifference to Poetry Statement
I like to look at poetry (at least the kind I read) like Punk. Raw, aching, true, real. A
punch. A 1970’s-New-York-Johnny-Thunders kind of punch. The human to human.
Pages that don’t make you scratch your head, pages that explode it. In the end I
don’t love poetry, I love words. And I suppose all I want is to be punched in the
face with them.
~Annie Grizzle
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Amphetamine
i think that i really like speed
walk into a bank with my pump action shot gun
stroke the barrel, and i look kick-ass in leather
my brain-voice goes
hum
there is something i could be doing
always something i could be doing,
and isn’t that exciting?
i could chew on my nails! or scratch my cheek!
then, i could type-type-type
FUCK! i would look kick-ass with a typewriter.
watch a stranger so intently, follow them home.
who the hell is hungry? i don’t even think that’s real
if someone is hungry, then they are Hungry,
that’s who they BE.
i am Spent, and have we ever met?
i can scrape my tooth with my nail
clip, then bite, then go aah
then rip.
i am the God who shapes the shape of my nail’s shape
it is me alone and they grow from me—
but i am not a cannibal.
i am choking upwards in thought
from the bottom of a cold quarry
past sinking bodies
that burn.
~Anna Josephine Betts

"I’m 22 years old, and a creative writing student at North Carolina State University. My poetry has been
published in our literary magazine the Windhover. I'm originally from Pittsboro, NC; and currently I live
in Raleigh with my lovely dog, Sophie."~Anna Josephine Betts
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I Had No Wedge
she has a mousy servile voice. she walks down the steps.
a large handsome dog steps in the avenue. he isn’t biting anyone. an inconsequential
man in a plaid shirt with cropped hair and a beard saved from the cars.
i’m not good with dogs, i said.
i’m not good with dogs either. he said.
it’s getting dark out. the city looks different when you’re alone. every door you see
leads to another life.
are you taking the bus, she asked. i love those drawings.
that’s why its taking so long, the painter said.
it has begun to rain.
an anxious frayed teenager surfs the net on her iphone.
it’s strange knowing the house is empty. it is like a sweaty palm.
the painter taxi driver rents the apartment across from us. my wife hates her and she
hates my wife. they never exchange a word even though they have seen each other
when my wife does her yard work. she has large breasts and olive skin.
i have seen them when she suns on her front lawn in a pair of red gym shorts in june. i
circled the block twice and got a good look at her crack when she was lying on her
stomach. i thought about banging on her door for dear life.
she’s often alone she doesn’t seem to paint much. i saw one of her canvases
with the outline of a head in graphite. i can see her black hair through the window.
the longer i know my wife the more of a mystery she is and the more i have the feeling
of losing myself forever.
i looked at myself in the car window to see if what i felt was visible.
a woman teacher at a buddhist center said to me i never had to be confused again.
she was skinny and manic. i wanted to get inside her exhumed mind. her students
disliked me. it didn’t take long for my paranoia to get the better of me.
when i was a boy i wanted to eat dog penises, he said.
kids do weird shit, i said.
it was creepy, he said. i haven’t changed. the dog is with the friend’s owner.
he should be okay.
in my dream i had a reunion with two backstabber friends. they compromised me.
i had no wedge.
~Paulus Kapteyn

Paulus Kapteyn resides in the PNW.
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El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz
1. The Lost Years
The soon-lion, began, was Malcolm Little once, the man-child, soon zoot-suit hustler &
thief, soon Detroit Red snared in the U-S of Penitentiary: like 90 goin’ north of freedom,
east of where his murdered father wistfully rode the Black Train Homeward.
An incremental stealth
stranded in a hungerland of great prosperity; like every black man
who stores his hope in an unsure place, always looking for something better
than Made in Amerikkka—aware
of that which is most dangerous, of duplicity, of that which
is to be withheld & granted selectively: language
that says one thing & means
an entirely other.
He lion wait
where the freedman
fades causality,
with courage spitting bullets,
as complex as
revolution with the swagger of conviction,
as simple as
by any means necessary.
2. Up, you mighty race; you can accomplish what you will!
The dignity of the idea, invisible, but not obscured,
our jazz & our slang—coalescing holy dervish of the inner-city blues
faced with the transparency of the outside gaze & fragmented
into component blacknesses:
Minor Al Capone in the U-S of Negro. Prisoner no. 22843,
compressing the moan that becomes a cry that shines forth faceted light,
like a tribe of hammers striking railroad spikes
because we remembered
that we could.
He rose, renewed, renamed became
much more than there was time for him to be: Orator supreme
reborn X of black vernacular like the blaze of bullets.
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3. What are the roots that clutch, what branches grow
Out of this stony rubbish?
First minister of the Lost-Found Nation of Islam,
rising from the belly of the beast, from the mist of segregation per Elijah,
fleshing out our dreams of freedom from the hate that made hate
(an incandescent hue that purges what was love)
this liberty, this beautiful & terrible, this needful to man as air.
Testing fate between gravity & Allah, between how much pressure
to make a diamond, between each word, a logical Word spoken as truth,
as more militant metaphor, like lion-like brave &
unafraid,
like why delay anger
that must rage & exclaim & grow ancient?
Like a voiceless maelstrom of moths
seeking out our own burning, as needs must
when the devil drives.
I’ve seen a man drown in an inch of determination, like the eventuality
of a force greater than our weaknesses,
buried alive, neck-deep in what only he perceives &
wistfully awaiting the Black Train Homeward; the martyr, betrayed with a kiss. . .
our manhood, our living, black manhood
into the redeeming pressure of Allah & carrying the scent of things lost in the fire.
~henry 7. reneau, jr.

Note: incorporated into this poem are italicized fragments by June Jordan (2nd stanza), Robert Hayden
(7th stanza), T.S. Eliot (3rd subtitle) & Ossie Davis (10th stanza)

"henry 7. reneau, jr. writes words in fire to wake the world ablaze & illuminated by courage that
empathizes with all the awful moments: a freight train bearing down with warning that blazes from the
heart, like a chambered bullet exploding inadvertently."~ henry 7. reneau, jr.
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Nonsense
‘Everyone and their mother’ yadayadayada,
everyone is everything intertwined and nothing makes sense because
people inherently have no clue what they’re doing in the first place
No it doesn’t taste like chicken because my head was chopped off
at birth and I’ve been running around crazy without a clue since
We exist to be and thei r is no clearer answer than a cloudless day in
the Arizona sun, finding meaning among the earthworms and peering into
dirty old tea cups looking for the truth of life and love
Nothing will ever touch you because everything in existence is repelling everything
else, it’s all just one big hug of self hating atomic love, baby.
Crazy ramblings of your personal savior to the uncaring audience that laughs as
they pass you by on their way to work, your message is lost but you will live on,
you crazy soup box boy
Nothing makes real sense and if I had the drive to care anyway I’d be insane and dead, but
instead I’ll live off the steam of being too lazy to finish it all myself.

~Justin Karfs

Justin Karfs is an18 year old broadcast student at CCSF in Northern California, a hopeful writer, hidden
poet, and emerging individual.
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modern capitalism
ireland –
snow
banks
~Sean Howard

Sean Howard is the author of Local Calls (Cape Breton University Press, 2009) and Incitements
(Gaspereau Press, 2011). His poetry has been published in numerous Canadian and international
magazines, nominated for a Pushcart Prize, shortlisted for the Robert Kroetsch Award for Innovative
Poetry (Canada), and anthologized in The Best Canadian Poetry in English 2011 (Tightrope Books).
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Tropical Thought #4: NOLA
Stepped in horse shit
in a motion blurred Bourbon Street.
A tank topped kid at Essence Fest
really pointed it out a lot after
It had already happened.
Like he was doing me a favor,
but I knew he was making fun.
Oh well, my date was still the hottest
in the dank swamp night.
~Alex Swartzentruber

Alex Swartzentruber is a poet from Indiana.
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Dirty
Where are all
my dirty smokers?
Shoulder-hunched
in winter, huddled
in a buffalo ring
of smoke, but facing
inward toward the threat,
the smoke rising in smutty haloes
over each bowed head.
I regret never being
truly in their number.
That instant fraternity
of the burning leaf,
the light handed
across, an antiOlympian torch
in miniature.
Fuck the medals.
We’ll be behind the podium.
Fonzie cool and coughing
in leather, knocking
pack against palm
beating our little drums
under the same old tune,
“Say, you gotta light?”
~ Michelle Castleberry

Michelle Castleberry‘s work has appeared in Umbrella, Bellemeade Books, The Dead Mule School of
Southern Literature, Poemeleon, The Anthology of Southern Poetry: Vol. V – Georgia, and is forthcoming
in The Chattahoochee Review. She is most proud of her involvement in the Athens, Georgia community
of Word of Mouth, a monthly open poetry reading. Her work, in text and audio form, and that of many
of her favorite poets, can be found at www.athenswordofmouth.com. Miglior Press will publish her first
book of poems, Dissecting the Angel and Other Poems, in October.
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Love, Melanie
I gatecrashed your mind last night.
Accidentally, obviously.
I tried to get out
But you sucked me in
Like an eager black hole.
Now I wander among the labyrinthine passages
Cleaning cobwebs, dusting carpets,
Tending gardens (oh my, the wilderness!)
Scrubbing the nonsense scrawls off the walls,
Hushing the impish voices
(“Silence! No giggling”, saying it exactly the way you do)
Teaching the little ones not to pay attention to the distant screams
Because one should not worry about strangers.
(See, I never forget what you teach me)
Making this house a home.
Picture perfect, just like you wanted.
Just like I wanted.
~Shinjini Bhattacharjee

A postgraduate in English Literature, Shinjini Bhattacharjee is a self-professed jabberwocky who "loves
to explore the poems garbed in emotions of varied hues every moment of her life composes." Her
works have appeared in or are forthcoming in The Stray Branch, Nostrovia! Poetry and Poetry24.Her
thoughts find their translation at http://thebargeview.wordpress.com/.
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FUTURE FLIGHT
Such a propitious
start, a bottle-rocket
riff. You'll need
zig-zagging eyes to
savvy her. She flies
w/ theremin flares.
What a fortuitous
way to go, transistor
feathers. Add another
motor, her airport
accommodates comets.
Pretty anomalous.
Serendipitous, and now
hear this, she syncopates
with catawampus wings.
You'll board the confetti
express: extinguish all
presagements, please.
So prodigious, listen up,
she strings silver flames
w/ quasar wire. Take the
escalator, better late
than never, & fasten
your system.
~Craig Kurtz

Craig Kurtz lives at Twin Oaks Intentional Community where he writes poetry while simultaneously
handcrafting hammocks. Recent work appears in Out of Our, Randomly Accessed Poetics, Penny Ante
Feud, The Bitchin' Kitsch and others. His first record, The Philosophic Collage, 1981, was reissued by BDR
in 2012. He has been a staff writer for Perfect Sound Forever since 2003.
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Goings
Coach Trump
used stencils
and painted, in big black letters
on the concrete wall
of the work-out room
WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH
THE TOUGH GET GOING
But I was corrupted
by mental illness
which ate away at my character
like a mouse chews at the corner
of a cracker
making me decadent
and vulnerable
to mass idiocy and bad companions
so I forsook Trump
for Teri Louise Kelly
of Adelaide South Australia
who stenciled on her own wall
WHEN THE GOING GETS WEIRDER
THE DRUGS GET STRONGER
AND THE WORDS MORE BRUTAL
I took that for an epigram
for the next five years
of my jerkily unfolding memoir
~Mitchell Grabois

Mitchell Krochmalnik Grabois’s short fiction and poetry have appeared in hundreds of literary
magazines in the U.S. and internationally. He has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize, most recently
for his story “Purple Heart” published in The Examined Life in 2012, and for his poem. “Birds,” published
in The Blue Hour, 2013. Grabois’s novel, Two-Headed Dog, is available for all e-readers and in
paperback.
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Menu
He wonders if she wants him
to order for her.
She wonders
if he has noticed her nails, and
if so, why he has not said anything.
If he doesn’t order for her,
she might think he’s rude, but
if he does, she might think he’s
controlling.
He could ask if
she did her nails herself or if
she had them done.
She could ask him
if he would like to order for her
or not.
What can I get for you?
the waiter asks,
but they need more time to decide.
She bets he wants
to order carne asada con cebolla,
but won’t because of what she said
about his onion breath. She wants
him to order whatever he wants,
to feel “free-at-ease,” which was
his phrase for happiness. She wants him
to order for her, to be that free.
He wants to do what she wants,
and wants to ask her what she wants,
but knows that what she wants
is for him to know what she wants
(which is whatever he wants)
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without asking her what she wants.
What can I get for you?
the waiter asks. They look up
from their menus and smile
at each other, as in a mirror.
They need more time to decide.
~Jim Richards

Jim Richards completed a Ph.D. in creative writing and literature at the University of Houston in 2003
and now teaches at Brigham Young University–Idaho. His poems have appeared recently in Prairie
Schooner, Poet Lore, Comstock Review, Texas Review, and online in The Fertile Source and
Contemporary American Voices. His work was recently nominated for a Pushcart Prize, and he currently
serving as the poetry editor of Irreantum.
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Behind the Choices
I said I liked being punched in the face, these submissions said “ok” and hooked me
a solid right one. I’ve just had twelve conversations and now leave with the black
and blue to prove it, thanks. Eleven voices I don’t know that I want to know but
suddenly feel as though I do.
'Amphetamine' in the mirror saying: "Hey, remember me? I’m the kick-ass you
never tried on." Weaving a (solid cool) conviction that makes you damn well
believe they’d look kick-ass with that typewriter. You just don’t mess with a poem
on speed.
'I Had No Wedge' lays a stream of conscious subconscious like it’s easy, leading you
in a marriage and dog penis slow stroll. It’s all normal, right? You’ve walked that
neighborhood, checked yourself in those car windows.
And as if the immediacy and craft of 'Nonsense', Menu', 'Dirty', and 'Love, Melanie'
(who "gatecrashed your mind last night. Accidently, obviously") weren’t enough,
then comes 'Future Flight' describing "she" like I’ve never heard "she" described
before. Whoever "she," wherever "she," whatever "she" is; best get them "zigzagging eyes to savvy her".
'El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz' had me rethinking what little I thought I knew about
anything.
I’ll be honest, I really don’t know what 'modern capitalism' is getting at, but I also
really don’t think that that matters. It made me stop, go huh?, and I’m still thinking
about icicled Irelands eight days later. It sticks; it stays. It finishes and you find
yourself not wanting it to.
'Goings' ending makes you realize you haven’t read that “jerkily unfolding memoir”
but maybe for a second you thought you did. You want to. I want to.
The last two lines of 'Tropical Thought #4: NOLA' brought out my inner feminist, so
I found myself irked by the imaginary before realizing I was letting myself get irked
by the imaginary. Thirteen words and I wanted to call out this NOLA character.
How incredible is that?
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I have been absolutely spoiled with this opportunity to sit and just read. No
preconceived notion of a name and what that name is supposed to know or what
I’m supposed to know. Because look, I don’t know shit.
And these poems are the shit.
So it looks like I walk away with popped vessels, over excitement, and pockets
stuffed with a hell of a lot of shit-something.
~Annie Grizzle
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